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Abstract
Objective—Although obesity beginning early in life is becoming more common, its implications
for coronary heart disease (CHD) risk in later life remain uncertain. We examined the relationship
of body mass index (BMI) before 30 years of age to CHD risk in later life.
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Design—Systematic review of published studies relating BMI between age 2-30 years to later
CHD risk. Studies were identified using Medline (1950 onwards), Embase (1980 onwards) and
Web of Science (1970 onwards) databases (to November 2007).
Measurements—Relative risks (RR) of CHD associated with a 1 standard deviation (SD)
increase in BMI (most based on a narrow age-range at measurement) were extracted by 2 authors
independently, and combined using random-effect models.
Results—Fifteen studies provided seventeen estimates (731,337 participants, 23,894 CHD
events) of the association of early BMI to later CHD outcome. BMI in early childhood (2 to 6
years, 3 estimates) showed a weak inverse association with CHD risk (RR 0.94, 95% CI
0.82-1.07). BMI in later childhood (7 to <18 years, 7 estimates) and BMI in early adult life (18-30
years, 7 estimates) were both positively related to later CHD risk (RR 1.09, 95% CI 1.00-1.20; RR
1.19, 95% CI 1.11-1.29 respectively). However, there was considerable statistical heterogeneity
between study estimates. Results were unaffected by adjustment for social class and/or cigarette
smoking, blood pressure and/or total cholesterol, in studies with available data. Gender and year of
birth (1900-1976) had little effect on the association.
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Conclusions—BMI is positively related to CHD risk from childhood onwards; the associations
in young adults are consistent with those observed in middle age. Long-term control of BMI from
childhood may be important to reduce the risk of CHD.
Keywords
Body mass index; coronary heart disease; child/children; adolescent; young adults
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Introduction
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Obesity is a major public health problem and is increasing in prevalence in both the
developed and developing world.1-3 The increase in the prevalence of obesity is occurring
not only in adults, but also in children and adolescents, in whom relative increases in obesity
prevalence are particularly striking.4 As a consequence, long-term overweight from
childhood and early adult life onwards is becoming increasingly common.5 It is well
established that overweight and obesity in middle age are associated with coronary heart
disease,6;7 which is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide.8 Two recent
reviews of the strength of the prospective relationship between adiposity in adult life
(measured as body mass index [BMI]) and CHD risk have suggested that a 1 kg/m2 higher
BMI is associated with increases in CHD risk of approximately 7% 9;10 and 5%.7 The
association is largely independent of confounding by cigarette smoking 9 but is partly
mediated by blood pressure and blood lipids.7 However, the long-term implications of
overweight and obesity in childhood and early adult life for CHD in adult life remain
unclear. The results of individual studies relating BMI in early life to later CHD risk have
been inconsistent, particularly in the first decade.11-13 To date, no systematic assessment of
published evidence on the relation of BMI in early life to CHD risk, taking account of the
age of BMI measurement, differences in the size and statistical power of different studies,
the degree of adjustment for potential confounding or mediating variables and the possibility
of publication bias, has been undertaken. We have therefore carried out a systematic review
of published evidence on the relation of BMI in childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood
(from 2 to 30 years) to CHD risk in later life. The results are set in context of the reported
strength of the relation of BMI in middle age to CHD risk from analyses based on 57
prospective cohort studies.10

Methods
Rationale
Apart from age and gender, the main potential confounders of the association between BMI
and CHD in adults include the presence of pre-existing disease and cigarette smoking.14
However, the impact of cigarette smoking on the adult BMI-CHD association is very limited
9 and the impact of pre-existing CHD of limited relevance in children and young adults. In
the present review, our primary aim was therefore to examine the unconfounded associations
between BMI, measured at ages between 2 and 30 years, and later CHD risk. Because
confounding by cigarette smoking and pre-existing CHD is likely to be of limited relevance
in younger populations, the main analysis has been based either on unadjusted or (where
available) age-adjusted and (where appropriate) age and gender - adjusted associations.
Importantly, analyses adjusted for body weight or BMI at another age are potentially
misleading15 and have been excluded from consideration. For the primary analyses, crude
or age-adjusted estimates were obtained from published reports or, where not available from
published reports, directly from study authors. For secondary analyses, the impact of
potential confounders (particularly cigarette smoking and socioeconomic status) and
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potential mediators (blood pressure and blood lipids) have been examined using published
data where available.
Studies that measured BMI in children and young adults (to 30 years) with CHD outcome
in later life
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Eligible studies were those that examined the association of measures of BMI in childhood
or early adulthood (average age of BMI assessment between 2 and 30 years of age) with
coronary heart disease (CHD), either fatal, non-fatal or both in population-based samples
which were not specifically restricted to participants with specific BMI levels. Studies with
outcomes including, but not exclusively based on CHD (for example all cardiovascular
events) were excluded. No other specific exclusion criteria were imposed. We searched
Medline (1950 onwards), Embase (1980 onwards) and Web of Science (1970 onwards)
databases for published papers, letters, abstracts and review articles. References were
identified using combined text words, MESH and subject headings (for Medline and Embase
respectively) - see Appendix. The electronic search, which was restricted to studies carried
out on human subjects, written in English language (completed by QC, AKW, SJK in
November 2007), yielded 2103 unduplicated references; a review of abstracts showed that
31 were potentially relevant (Figure 1).9;12;13;16-43 Manual searches of citations from
these papers identified a further 3 papers - 34 papers in total.44-46 Two papers known to the
authors published after the search was completed (as of December 2007) were also included,
11;47 one of which replaced an abstract identified in the review referring to the same study.
11;16 Twenty studies were excluded; one was a review article,9 6 studies used a population
examined in other reports,24-26;28-30 11 did not examine the association between early
measures of adiposity (BMI) and CHD outcomes in later life,17-20;31;35-37;39;41;42 one
study considered cardiovascular disease mortality rather than CHD as an outcome,22 and
another study only followed overweight children into adulthood 21 (Figure 1). Hence, 15
studies (including 731,337 participants) were considered further.
11-13;23;27;32-34;38;40;43-47 A paper presenting findings from 2 historic cohorts
provided unique data for one cohort (Christ’s Hospital),38 and replaced data previously
published from another study.34
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Data extraction
The relative risk of CHD (morbidity and/or mortality, with combined events where possible)
per 1 kg/m2 increase and per SD increase in BMI was extracted from each study (Table 1)
along with other study characteristics, by 2 authors independently (CGO, LO) using a
predefined variable list. Any discrepancies in study estimates extracted by the authors were
resolved and agreed. For 12 studies hazard ratios from proportional hazards models provided
estimates of relative risks;11-13;23;27;32-34;38;38;40;46;47 for the remaining 3 studies
odds ratios provided relative risk estimates.43-45 In two of those studies, the proportion of
cases were around 10% or less,43;45 in the third the proportion was 20%.44 Odds ratios will
be approximately synonymous with hazard ratios in the 2 former studies when the
proportion of cases are 10% or less.43;45 In studies which presented the relations between
early life BMI at more than one age point in the same individuals to later CHD,11;12;23
estimates for the youngest age-group were extracted (except where estimates from the same
individuals could be included in separate age groups).12 Both combined gender and genderspecific estimates were extracted where available. Published studies presented results with
various levels of adjustment, ranging from crude associations to adjustment for measures of
body size in infancy, socio-economic status (in childhood and/or adulthood), education and
cardiovascular risk factors (Table 1). Crude or age-adjusted associations could be obtained
for the majority of studies, with most having a narrow age range at which BMI was
measured. The main analysis was based on crude or, where available, age-adjusted estimates
of relative risk; analyses adjusted for BMI at another age-point were excluded from analysis.
Int J Obes (Lond). Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 February 01.
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In two studies in which published estimates were only available adjusted for BMI at another
point in early life (in one study the relation of BMI at 2 years to adult CHD was adjusted for
BMI at 11 years,12 and in another the association between BMI at 7 years to adult CHD was
adjusted for ponderal index at birth)23 unadjusted estimates were sought and obtained
directly from the authors (Eriksson, Osmond).12;23 In addition, two other types of adjusted
relative risks were sought. The first group included adjustment for potential confounding
factors (including socioeconomic status and cigarette smoking, but excluding blood pressure
and blood lipids and BMI in later life). The second group included relative risks adjusted for
potential cardiovascular mediators of adiposity effects (blood pressure and blood lipids but
excluding BMI in later life).
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using STATA/SE software (Stata/SE 9.2 for Windows,
StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA). The relative risks of CHD for both a 1 kg/m2 and
SD increase in BMI were used as the main outcomes, with their variances. The latter was
used as the principal outcome because the SD of BMI increased with age. When relative
risks were presented for BMI groups (often quintiles), rather than for BMI as a continuous
variable, estimates were derived using log-linear dose response regression.48 The
assumption of log linearity is supported by the findings of earlier studies 9;11 and was
verified in the present analyses by plotting relative risks across BMI groups for relevant
studies to check the shape of the associations. In one study, the effect was estimated from
the published relative risk comparing heavier versus normal weight percentiles, by scaling
the relative risk by the inverse of the difference in BMI between percentile groups.40
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Heterogeneity in the relative risk of coronary outcome between studies was examined using
the I2 index, which describes the percentage of total variation across studies that is due to
heterogeneity rather than chance.49 Cochran’s Chi-Square (Q-test) was used to provide a
formal statistical test of heterogeneity.49 Small study bias (the tendency of small, non
statistically significant studies not to be published) was assessed using funnel plots, Begg
tests and Egger tests.50-52 Trim and fill analysis (based on a random-effects meta-analytic
point estimate) was also performed, in order to formally identify funnel plot asymmetry.53
Relative risks were generally heterogeneous and were therefore combined using random
effect models (using the METAN command) throughout. Because of concerns that the BMICHD association may alter with age, meta-analyses were carried out stratified by age-group
at which BMI was measured (<7, 7 to <18, 18 to 30 years); the age 7 cut point was decided a
posteriori, the age 18 cut point a-priori. In one study with a broad age range when BMI was
measured (2-15 years), estimates were obtained directly from study authors in those age 2 to
<7 years, and 7 to 15 years.33 Supplementary analyses examined the influence of study size
(to further examine for the presence of small study bias), definitions of coronary outcome
(fatal and / or non-fatal), and method of BMI ascertainment (direct measurement vs. recall).
Meta-regression (METAREG command using the residual maximum likelihood method,
which gave similar findings to the Monte Carlo ‘permute’ option) was used to examine the
influence of the following factors (defined a priori) using a test for trend: age at BMI
assessment, mean BMI, year of birth, duration of follow up, number of events, and study
size (all fitted univariately as continuous variables, with a constant term). A post estimation
command (LINCOM) was used after the meta-regression to further examine the effect of
age at BMI measurement, in order to estimate the age at which the BMI-CHD association
becomes positive. Meta-regression was also used to examine the influence of gender, the
definition of coronary outcome (CHD morbidity, CHD hospitalization or death, and CHD
death) and whether estimates were crude or adjusted, treated as categorical variables.
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Results
Study characteristics
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Relative risks of CHD morbidity or mortality per SD rise in BMI were extracted from all 15
studies that met the inclusion criteria (731,337 individuals, of whom 23,894 had a CHD
outcome, Table 1). One study with a wide age-range at recruitment (2 to 15 years) provided
2 estimates for young and older children.33 A second cohort study provided data from the
same children for two different age groups at 2 years and 11 years of age.12 The remaining
13 studies provided single estimates.11;13;23;27;32;34;38;40;43-47 Hence, in total there
were 17 estimates from 15 studies. Three study estimates were available for BMI at a mean
age of less than 7 years,12;13;33 7 study estimates were available between 7 to <18 years
(including 2 studies which also measured BMI in the youngest age group),
11;12;23;33;38;40;47 and 7 study estimates from 18 to 30 years.27;32;34;43-46 Estimates
for both genders combined were obtained directly from two studies,13;34 by combining data
for males and females in a further three studies (using fixed-effect models),11;40 or directly
from the authors in 2 studies.12;33 Of the remaining studies, 7 had estimates for males
23;27;32;38;43-45 and one for females.46 Twelve studies were based in Northern Europe
11;12;23;27;44;45;47 (including 5 from the UK),13;33;34;38;43 and 3 from North America.
32;40;46 Eleven studies measured BMI directly,11-13;23;27;33;34;38;40;44;47 while 4
studies relied on participants recalling their weight after approximately 20 to 40 years (either
at 18,43;46 20 45 or 25 years of age).32
Association between a 1 kg/m2 increase in BMI and CHD risk
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Age-adjusted or crude relative risks of CHD outcome per 1 kg/m2 rise in BMI are shown in
Figure 2 and Table 1. Almost all studies showed positive associations with CHD risk. The
exceptions were 2 studies in the youngest age-groups, which showed a clear inverse
association at 2 years 12 and a weak inverse association at 5 years, 13 and one study in early
adulthood where a modest inverse association was apparent.38 Between 7 and less than 18
years of age (7 observations), a 1 kg/m2 increase in BMI was associated with a 5% increase
in the risk of CHD (relative risk 1.05 (95% CI 1.01, 1.09); between 18 and 30 years of age
(7 observations) a 1 kg/m2 increase in BMI was associated with a 8% increase in the risk of
CHD (relative risk 1.08 (95% CI 1.05, 1.11). Although the direction of associations were
similar for almost all studies, there was considerable heterogeneity in the estimates from
different studies; even within age-groups most of the variation between studies could not be
attributed to chance (I2 values >70%, Table 2). In a meta-regression analysis based on
studies of BMI from 7 years and over, there was little evidence to suggest that the
association increased in strength with age (0.3%, 95% CI -0.2, 0.7% per year P=0.18). A
bubble plot showing the logged relative risk of CHD per 1kg/m2 rise in BMI by age at BMI
measurement (with the bubble size for each study related to the inverse of the variance) is
available from the website (supplemental Figure 1).
The SD of BMI increased with age during childhood, from 1.6 kg/m2 under age 7 to 2.5 kg/
m2 at 18 to 30 years (Table 2). Because the implications of a unit increase in BMI represents
a different shift in the BMI distribution at different ages, our main analyses focus on the
effect of a 1 SD increase in BMI on CHD risk.
Association between a 1 SD increase in BMI and CHD risk
The relations of a 1 SD increase in BMI to CHD risk in age-adjusted or crude analyses are
shown in Figure 3. Almost all studies in both children and adults showed positive
associations with CHD risk. The exceptions are again the studies in the youngest children,
which show a clear inverse association at 2 years 12 and a small inverse association at 5
years,13 and a study where BMI was measured at 17 years of age which showed a weak
Int J Obes (Lond). Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 February 01.
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inverse relationship.38 There was evidence of marked heterogeneity in the effect of an SD
increase in BMI across age groups (I2=79%, 95% CI 32 to 93%, df 2, P<0.001), and from 7
years of age onwards (I2=92%, 95% CI 89 to 95%, df 13, P<0.001). Combined estimates by
age-groups (Table 2) showed positive associations between an SD increase in BMI and risk
of CHD outcome from 7 years of age. BMI at 7 to <18 years of age (7 estimates) and 18 to
30 years (7 estimates) were both positively related to CHD risk (RR 1.09, 95%CI 1.00,1.20;
RR 1.19, 95%CI 1.11, 1.29 respectively). Although heterogeneity was marginally reduced in
these age-groups compared to all ages, considerable heterogeneity was still apparent (I2
values >60%, Table 2). A bubble plot showing the natural log of the relative risk of CHD
per 1 SD rise in BMI by age at which BMI was measured (with the bubble size for each
study related to the inverse of the variance) is available from the website (supplemental
Figure 2). The Figure suggests a log-linear trend between BMI and CHD outcome with age;
a meta-regression showing a 1.3% increase (95% CI 0.4 to 2.2%, P=0.005) per year. The
modelled relative risk crossed the line of unity at 6.0 years of age (relative risk 1.00, 95% CI
0.91,1.09).
Analyses of potential confounding and mediating factors—Adjustment for social
class and/or cigarette smoking (examined in 4 studies)33;34;38;46 had little or no effect on
relative risk estimates (1.13, 95% CI 0.98, 1.30 before adjustment, 1.13, 95% CI 1.03, 1.25
after adjustment), although effect estimates were marginally more homogeneous after
adjustment (I2 from 81% before to 60% after adjustment). Similarly, adjustment for factors
including blood pressure and/or total cholesterol (examined in 3 studies)27;32;44 had little
or no effect on relative risk estimates (1.25, 95% CI 1.15, 1.35 before adjustment, 1.25, 95%
CI 1.17, 1.33 after adjustment), but estimates were less heterogeneous after adjustment (I2
from 68% to 46%).
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Tests for publication and small study bias and sensitivity analyses—In analyses
based on SD increases in BMI, forest plots (Supplemental Figure 3), Begg and Egger tests
(although of limited power), showed no evidence of publication or small study bias (P=0.8,
P=0.3 respectively). Trim and fill analysis did not reveal any evidence of funnel plot
asymmetry (with no theoretical missing studies being identified). Meta regressions
(excluding the 3 observations where BMI was measured at less than 7 years) and sensitivity
analyses, showed no appreciable effect of gender (11 observations in males versus 5 in
females), year of birth, period of follow-up, method of BMI ascertainment, age at outcome
(all P-values >0.1). The relative risks did not differ appreciably between different CHD
outcomes (P=0.8) and did not differ between 10 studies with direct ascertainment of early
life BMI and 4 studies in which BMI was recalled over an extended period (P=0.5). Relative
risks were also unrelated to the follow-up rates achieved in the prospective studies.

Discussion
The results of this systematic review and meta-analysis of published studies suggest that
BMI from about 7 years of age shows a consistently positive relation to risk of CHD. There
is appreciable heterogeneity between study estimates. Limited published data suggest that
the positive BMI-CHD association is not materially affected by adjustment for potential
confounding factors (cigarette smoking and social class) or for potential mediators (blood
pressure or blood cholesterol). In the first years of life, BMI appears to show a weak inverse
association with CHD risk.
Strengths and weaknesses
A major strength of this review is that it included data from all studies identified that
examined the relation between BMI from early childhood to the third decade of life. There
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was no evidence of small study or publication bias. For most studies, information on BMI in
early life was ascertained by direct measurement and there was no apparent difference in the
results of the limited number of studies using recalled BMI. Analyses are based on the
assumption of a log-linear association between BMI and CHD risk, which is consistent with
methods used in other studies,9;11 and supported by inspection of the data from studies
where the risk of CHD could be examined across several BMI groups.27;32;43;46 Although
the use of BMI as a measure of adiposity has been criticised,54 the measurement is very
strongly positively correlated with DXA-measured fat mass both in children and adolescents
55-57 and in adults58 and is by far the most widely reported measure of adiposity available
in epidemiological studies.59 While the findings are applicable to populations in Northern
Europe and Northern America, no studies from low / lower middle income countries were
included in the review. Further data from these latter countries are needed.
Interpretation
The results of this study suggest that BMI assessed at any point between about 7 years and
30 years of age is positively related to CHD risk. Does this positive association reflect a
causal association between BMI in early life and later CHD? The estimates from different
studies show appreciable statistical heterogeneity, but little biological heterogeneity;
estimates of association are consistently positive and broadly similar in strength. Evidence
on confounding by cigarette smoking and social class was available from 4 studies.
33;34;38;46 Adjustment for these variables, which appeared to be well measured in these
studies, had little effect on relative risk estimates. This does not suggest that the BMI-CHD
association is appreciably confounded by cigarette smoking and social class, though the
wide confidence limits around the estimates make the finding, which is consistent with
observations on BMI in adults,9 a provisional one. Evidence from 3 studies 27;32;44 shows
little evidence that the BMI-CHD relationship is appreciably mediated by blood pressure
and/or blood cholesterol. However, the extent of these adjustments was limited with only
one of the three studies being able to adjust for both factors. Hence, further studies are
needed to examine whether the early BMI-later CHD association is mediated through
established cardiovascular risk factors, particularly blood pressure and lipids.
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The strengths of association between BMI and CHD risk, both when measured in absolute
terms (a 1 kg/m2 increase) and as an SD increase, increase slightly with age and are very
consistent with those observed in middle age. In the present review, a 1 kg/m2 increase in
BMI measured between 7 to 30 years of age is associated with a relative risk of CHD rising
from about 1.05 to 1.08. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis based on 57
prospective cohort studies (with over 10,000 CHD events in 894,576 participants) showed
that a 1 kg/m2 increase in BMI in middle age was associated with a relative risk of CHD of
1.07 (95% CI 1.06, 1.08);10 the results of an earlier review (12,112 events, 267,984
participants) also suggested a corresponding estimate of 1.07.9 Corresponding comparisons
of the strength of associations for SD increases at different ages suggest that per SD
increases in CHD risk go up from 1.09 in children over 7 years to about 1.19 in young adults
and to about 1.23 in middle age (assuming an SD of about 3.5 kg/m2 in middle age).9 The
continuity of these associations between childhood, early adult life and middle age suggests
that the relationship between BMI and CHD risk is developing well before middle age.7
Assuming that these associations are causal, and that one-fifth of the population with the
lowest BMI are unexposed to risk, the population attributable risk fraction for CHD is
approximately 10% for childhood obesity and 20% for obesity in early adult life. The
strength of these associations is therefore sufficiently large to be of potential public health
importance.
There is strong biological plausibility for the importance of BMI early in life for later CHD
risk. A higher body mass index is associated from childhood onwards with unfavourable
Int J Obes (Lond). Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 February 01.
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levels of established cardiovascular risk factors, particularly blood pressure, blood lipids and
other components of the metabolic syndrome,60-62 and with direct effects on arterial
structure or function63;64 and the development of early atherosclerotic changes.65
However, a central question is whether the association between early BMI and CHD risk
entirely reflects the influence of early BMI on BMI attained in middle-age. Analyses
examining the effect of adjustment for adult BMI on the association between early BMI and
CHD risk have been reported for only 2 studies and were inconclusive.15;43 In one very
large study of 115,818 participants, the positive relation of BMI at 18 years to later CHD
risk (relative risk 1.23 95%CI 1.15, 1.32) was abolished after adjustment (RR 0.99, 95% CI
0.92,1.07). In a second, smaller study with BMI measurements at 13 to 18 years, the relation
of a 1 SD increase in BMI with CHD (1.92, 95% CI 1.07, 3.61) was reduced by almost a
half (1.55, 95% CI 0.78, 3.07), but remained statistically significant.15 However, the
validity of the conclusions of such analyses have been questioned.15 Reliable assessment of
the independent contribution of early BMI to CHD risk is likely to require longitudinal
observational studies with multiple repeated assessments of BMI over the life course,
analysed to examine the influence of the duration as well as the extent of obesity on CHD
risk. Studies examining the extent to which the risks of CHD associated with raised BMI can
be reversed by weight loss in middle age, a question which currently remains unanswered,66
will also help to address this issue.
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The weak inverse relationship observed in this review between BMI in early childhood and
CHD does not appear to reflect changes in the validity of BMI as a measure of adiposity,
which remains high in early childhood.55 The finding that BMI in early childhood might be
inversely related to CHD risk, though based on limited evidence, is entirely consistent with
the large body of literature showing that low weight and weight-for-length at birth and in
infancy are inversely related to CHD risk.67;68 Although the precise mechanisms
underlying this association have not been resolved, undernutrition in fetal life and infancy
have been implicated.69 The observations that the BMI-CHD association may be inverse in
early childhood but positive from later childhood onwards, imply that there must be a
reversal of the direction of the BMI-CHD association from inverse to positive, probably
within the first decade of life. This conclusion is consistent with observations from the
Helsinki Birth Cohort Studies, in which subjects who developed CHD had a lower than
average BMI up to the age of 2 years, but then showed a progressive reversal, with higher
than average BMI being associated with CHD risk by the end of the first decade.12 Thus the
reported inconsistency in findings for BMI during the first decade13 is likely to reflect a
change in the pattern of relationships with increasing age. These different patterns may well
reflect the different implications of higher BMI at different ages.70 Gains in weight and
body mass index during infancy and early childhood predominantly reflect lean body mass/
muscle mass development (associated with better adult outcomes); whereas higher BMI later
in childhood mainly reflects gain in fat mass (associated with worse adult outcomes).71
Further evidence on the impact of early life and later life obesity, to establish whether the
effects are cumulative, and whether there are particularly adverse consequences from the
combination of obesity both in early life and later life will require data from long-term
studies with multiple BMI measurements. Although existing longitudinal studies of CHD
can provide important information on these issues, most are based in populations which at
the time of study had relatively low rates of overweight and obesity in childhood and early
adult life. New cohort studies, particularly in populations with high rates of early life obesity
(now occurring both in high income and low income countries), will be needed to resolve
these issues. In the meantime, there is a strong presumption that early life obesity is likely to
have adverse effects for cardiovascular disease, as well as for other chronic diseases, making
primary prevention of obesity from early childhood onwards an important public health
priority.
Int J Obes (Lond). Author manuscript; available in PMC 2010 February 01.
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Main conclusions
Higher levels of BMI may be related to increased levels of CHD risk from early childhood
onwards. Although the independent contribution of early obesity to CHD risk has still to be
established, the control of obesity from childhood onwards may be an important priority for
long-term CHD prevention.
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Appendix: Search strategies used
Medline
(((Coronary Heart Disease) OR (Ischaemic heart disease) OR (Ischemic heart disease) OR
(Cardiovascular Disease) OR (Cardiovascular mortality) OR (Myocardial infarction)).tw)
AND (((Child) OR (Childhood) OR (Children) OR (Adolescent) OR (Adolescence) OR
(Teenage$) OR (Early adulthood) OR (Young adults)).tw)
AND ((Body Mass Index).tw) OR (((Coronary Disease/) OR (Cardiovascular Diseases/) OR
(Myocardial Infarction/) OR (Myocardial Ischemia/))
AND ((CHILD/) OR (ADOLESCENT/)) AND (Body Mass Index/))
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Embase
(((Coronary Heart Disease) OR (Ischaemic heart disease) OR (Ischemic heart disease) OR
(Cardiovascular Disease) OR (Cardiovascular mortality) OR (Myocardial infarction)).tw)
AND (((Child) OR (Childhood) OR (Children) OR (Adolescent) OR (Adolescence) OR
(Teenage$) OR (Early adulthood) OR (Young adults)).tw)
AND ((Body Mass Index).tw) OR (((Coronary Artery Disease/) OR (Cardiovascular
Disease/) OR (Heart Infarction/) OR (Heart Muscle Ischemia/))
AND ((CHILD/) OR (ADOLESCENT/)) AND (Body Mass/)))

Web of Science
(((Coronary Heart Disease) OR (Ischaemic heart disease) OR (Ischemic heart disease) OR
(Cardiovascular Disease) OR (Cardiovascular mortality) OR (Myocardial infarction))
AND ((Child) OR (Childhood) OR (Children) OR (Adolescent) OR (Adolescence) OR
(Teenage) OR (Early adulthood) OR (Young adults))
AND ((Body Mass Index)))
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Key
$=wildcards, tw=text words, upper case words and / denote MESH (for Medline) and
subject (for Embase) headings. Note, Web of Science searches are text word only.
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Figure 1.

Flow diagram showing the number of studies included and excluded from the meta analysis
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Figure 2.

Relative risk (95% CI) of coronary outcome for a 1 kg/m2 increase in BMI (including
studies with repeat measures of BMI). Box area of each study is proportional to the inverse
of the variance, with horizontal lines showing the 95% CI. First author is indicated on the yaxis, for males (M), females (F), mean age in ascending order of BMI assessment (years);
with reference citation in parenthesis.
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Figure 3.

Relative risk (95% CI) of coronary outcome for a SD increase in BMI (including studies
with repeat measures of BMI). Box area of each study is proportional to the inverse of the
variance, with horizontal lines showing the 95% CI. First author is indicated on the y-axis,
for males (M), females (F), mean age in ascending order of BMI assessment (years); with
reference citation in parenthesis.
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Copenhagen
School Health
Records linked
with the
National
Registers,
Denmark

Born at the
Helsinki
University
Central Hospital,
Finland

Norwegian
Health Survey,
Norway

Males born at
the Helsinki
University
Central Hospital,
Finland

Males
conscripted to
military service,
Sweden

Honolulu
Heart Program

Barker et al
12

Bjorge et al
47

Eriksson et
al 23

Falkstedt et
al 27

Galanis et
al 32

Source

Baker et al
11

Study
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1900 to 1919

1949 to 1951

1924 to 1933

1946 to 1958

1934 to 1944

1930 to 1976

Birth year

25, 22 (2.4) BMI
at 25 recalled at
age 55

19, 21.1 (2.6)73

7, 15.4 (1.1)

17, 21.2 (2.9)72

2, 16.6 (1.2)
11, 16.9 (1.8)

7, 15.5 (1.3)a

Age BMI
measured in
years, mean BMI
(SD) kg/m2

55 to 78
(FU 23)

40 to 55

38 to 71

61 (FU 35)

27 to 64

25 to 60

Age at
outcome in
years

Fatal and non-fatal
CHD

Fatal and non-fatal
CHD

Hospitalization or
death due to CHD

Fatal IHD

Hospitalization or
death due to CHD

Fatal and non-fatal
CHD

Outcome measured

Studies that provided data for inclusion in the meta-analysis in alphabetical order

M 479 /
6176 (83%)

M 1452 /
46156
(96%)

M 310 /
3641 (92%)

870 /
226678
(85%)

444 / 8760
(100%)

16133 /
276835
(99%)

No. with
outcome /
total no.
used in
analysis
(FU rate
%)

1.01 (0.95,1.08)

1.11 c (1.09,1.13)
1.10 c (1.08,1.12)

1.09 c (1.05,1.14)
1.11 c (1.06,1.16)

1.32 c (1.26,1.37)
1.29 c (1.23,1.35)

1.24 c (1.12,1.37)
1.28 c (1.15,1.42)

1.11 f (1.08,1.13)

1.36 f (1.24,1.48)

1.01 (0.94,1.09)

0.87 (0.80,0.94)
1.02 (0.95,1.09)

1.04 a (1.03,1.05)

RR (95%CI) per
1 kg/m2

0.85 (0.77,0.93)
1.03 (0.92,1.15)

1.05 a (1.04,1.07)

RR (95%CI) per
SD

None
Age, smoking status
at 25 yrs (never,
former, current and
amount), weight
change between 25 to

None
Socioeconomic
position (based on
occupation and
educational level) and
crowded housing in
childhood, smoking
status (non-smoker,
current and amount)
and BP at 18-20 yrs,
CHD mortality of
parents under age 65
years, socioeconomic
position in adulthood

None b

None

None b
None b

None stated

RR adjustments
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Glasgow Alumni
Cohort, UK

Aberdeen
Children of the
1950’s, UK

Male Christ’s
Hospital cohort,
UK

Harvard Growth
Study, USA

Jeffreys et
al 34;38

Lawlor et al
13

Lawlor et al
38

Must et al
40;74

Rosengren
et al 45

Male military
records,
Netherlands i

Hoffmans
et al 44

Gothenburg
men’s study,
Sweden

Males only (no
SS associations
in females)

Carnegie (Boyd
Orr) Survey of
Family Diet and
Health, UK

Gunnell et
al 33

1915 to 1925

1915

1927 to 1956

1950 to 1956

1928 to 1950

1932

1922 to 1937

Birth year

20, 22.4 (2.2)
BMI at 20
recalled at age 52

13 to 18, 22.8
(4.1)a

71 (FU 19.7
from age
52)

73 (FU 55)

Fatal coronary
disease

CHD mortality

IHD mortality

48 to 77 d

17, 21.6 (1.9)

Hospitalization or
death due to CHD

25 to 53 d

4.9, 16.5 (1.9) a

IHD mortality

CHD mortality

38 to 49 d
(FU ≥20)

68.4

IHD mortality

Outcome measured

59 to 72 d
(FU 57)

Age at
outcome in
years

22, 19.4 (1.4)

18, 20.8 (1.8)

2 to 6, 15.8 (1.2)
7 to 15, 16.3 (1.6)
2 to 15, 16.1 (1.5)

Age BMI
measured in
years, mean BMI
(SD) kg/m2
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Source

M 686 /
6874 (94%)

h

M 31 / 155

70 / 342
(67%)

73 / 1420
(45%)

302 / 11106
(91%)

280 / 10555
(69%)

M 648 /
3234 (93%)

75 / 1118
202 / 1529
277 / 2647
230 / 2586
(80%)

No. with
outcome /
total no.
used in
analysis
(FU rate
%)

0.95 (0.84,1.07)
0.96 (0.85,1.09)

1.10 (1.02, 1.19)
1.31 (1.03, 1.71)
1.20 (0.90, 1.60)
1.01 f (0.97,1.06)

1.49 e, a
(1.08,2.05)
1.92 e (1.07,3.61)
1.55 e (0.78,3.07)
1.03 f (0.94,1.13)

0.99 a (0.92,1.05)

1.04 (0.99,1.09)
1.04 (0.99,1.10)

1.08 c (1.02,1.14)
1.08 c (1.02,1.15)

1.09 (0.90,1.33)
1.08 (1.00,1.17)
1.10 (1.02,1.19)
1.08 (0.99,1.18)
1.09 (1.00,1.19)

RR (95%CI) per
1 kg/m2

0.90 (0.71,1.13)
0.92 (0.73,1.17)

0.97 a (0.86,1.10)

1.09 (0.97,1.23)
1.10 (0.98,1.24)

1.15 c (1.03,1.27)
1.15 c (1.03,1.28)

1.10 (0.85,1.42)
1.04 (0.89,1.22)
1.06 (0.92,1.22)
1.13 (0.99,1.28)
1.14 (1.00,1.30)

RR (95%CI) per
SD

None

None
Adult BMI at 53
years of age

None

None
Age, social class
based on father’s
occupation

None

None
Age, sex, father’s
social class, smoking
(yes/no)

None
Health score,
education level,
regional origin,
resting heart rate (4
levels), SBP and DBP
(to the nearest 5
mmHg)

None b
None b
None b
None
Age, sex, head of
household social class
at 2 to 15 yrs

54 yrs, and 54 to 59
yrs, SBP (mean of 3)
and non-fasting TC at
59 yrs

RR adjustments
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Male Caerphilly
Prospective
Study, UK

1921 to 37

1939 to 1964

18, 22.3 (2.8)
BMI at 18
recalled at age 27
to 41

18, median 21
(2.5) g
BMI at 18
recalled at age 34
to 59

Age BMI
measured in
years, mean BMI
(SD) kg/m2

Coronary event

Nonfatal and fatal
CHD

44 to 69 d
(FU 14)

59 to 73 d
(FU 14)

Outcome measured

Age at
outcome in
years

M 382 /
2335 (93%)

F 1044 /
115818
(80%)

No. with
outcome /
total no.
used in
analysis
(FU rate
%)

1.20 f (1.06,1.36)

0.99 f (0.92,1.07)

1.31 f (1.23,1.40)
1.23 f (1.15,1.32)

RR (95%CI) per
SD

1.07 f (1.02,1.11)

1.00 f (0.97,1.03)

1.12 f (1.09,1.15)
1.09 f (1.06,1.12)

RR (95%CI) per
1 kg/m2

Age, smoking, social
class

As above with
adjustment for BMI
at 43 years

Age
Age, smoking (past,
never, current and
amount), menopausal
state (including
postmenopausal
medications), parental
history of MI (<60
years of age)

RR adjustments

RR estimated from published RR for normal weight percentiles in BMI versus overweight / heavier percentiles
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Nested case control study design, remaining studies are cohort

i

Estimated numbers used in the analysis

h

SD calculated from difference in BMI per unit change in Z value for given percentiles

g

RR estimated from published RR by percentile BMI groups (tertiles,45;47 quintiles43;46) using log-linear dose response regression

f

e

Age at outcome estimated from period of follow-up after age BMI measured, or calculated from years between measurement and follow-up

d

RR estimated from published RR by BMI groups using log-linear dose response regression; dose BMI in each group calculated from simulated data with normal distribution using sample mean (SD)

c

Estimates provided by the author

Data for males and females combined using weighted means and SDs, or using fixed effects estimates for RR.

b

a

Abbreviations: RR relative risk, SD standard deviation, SS statistically significant, CHD coronary heart disease, IHD ischaemic heart disease, BMI body mass index, SD standard deviation, TC total
cholesterol, SBP systolic blood pressure, DBP diastolic blood pressure, FU follow-up after BMI measured (years), M male, F females

Yarnell et al
43

Female
registered
nurses, USA

Willett et al
46

Birth year
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7

7 to <18
7

3

<7

18 to 30

Number of estimates

Age group (years)

4971 / 191148

18102 / 519205

821 / 20984

No. with outcome /
total no. used in
analysis

1.08 (1.05, 1.11)

1.05 (1.02, 1.09)

0.96 (0.86, 1.07)

Effect of a 1 kg/m2
increase in BMI

75% (47, 89%)

79% (56, 90%)

74% (12, 92%)

I2 (95% CI) index for
heterogeneity for a 1
kg/m2 increase in BMI

21.1 (2.5)

17.9 (2.0)

16.5 (1.6)

Weighted
mean BMI
(SD)

1.19 (1.11, 1.29)

1.09 (1.00, 1.20)

0.94 (0.82, 1.07)

Effect of a SD
increase in BMI

Association of a 1 SD and 1 kg/m2 rise in BMI to risk of CHD outcome in later life, by age group at BMI measurement

82% (63, 91%)

85% (72, 92%)

61% (0, 89%)

I2 (95% CI) index for
heterogeneity for a SD
increase in BMI
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